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Altrincham Town Centre Security & Management meeting 

Marks & Spencer, Thursday 10th November 

Minutes 

Attendees: Mandy White (MW) (Altrincham BID), Kate Gerbich (KG) (Altrincham BID), Martin Duff (MD) (Randalls), 

Liz McKinley (MK) (M&S), Cllr Michael Welton (MW) (Trafford Council), John Stevens (JS) (Trafford Council), Rick Law 

(RL) (Stamford Quarter Secuity), Gary Fielding (GF) (M&S),  Martin Scott (MS) (Amey), Steve Bryant (SB) (GMP), Ross 

McNicol (RMc) (GMP), Dan Scanlon (DS) (GMP), Mark Bamford (MB) (Trafford Council) 

Apologies: Lis Phelan (local resident) 

1) Welcome and apologies  

2) Matters Arising – no matters arising 

- Buskers Code of Conduct signage installation – MW updated that signs with QR codes have been installed on 

lampposts near Timpsons and Card Factory 

- Recent reports have been sent to Amey – MW confirmed that this has happened 

- Causeway issues – MW updated a big fly tipping clear up has taken place as well as a meeting between John 

Stevens and Jonathan Hamburger (Admiral Sportswear), Eimear McGuire (McGuires Solicitors).  There are a 

number of residential homes with no bins and Trafford Council are currently trying to contact landlords to 

ensure that adequate bins are available to tenants for the disposal on waste.  JS is talking to residents and 

explained that one of the issues is the commercial bins are procured privately through different providers 

not through Amey.  It is therefore the responsibility of the businesses to ensure their bins are being emptied.  

The local authority’s responsibility is household bins, and this is therefore a more controllable. SB raised that 

this issue should really be dealt with at the planning stage.  JS also explained that parking wardens do patrol 

that area sporadically and that fixed penalty notices are being issued through a multi-agency approach.  MW 

explained that the storage container associated with the public realm work is further adding to the issues.  

SB asked whether it is residents who are causing the parking problems and explained that GMP would be 

happy to use enforcement in this area for repeat vehicles and to articulate this in writing to the residents. 

- Back Grafton Street – MW also raised the fly tipping issues on Back Grafton Street and explained that 

rubbish seems to be dumped here on a weekly basis. She also explained that Lloyd Square is starting to 

improve as the building work starts to near completion. 

- Foundation Cycle Storage – KG confirmed that the cycle storage at Foundation would only be available to the 

tenants of the development. 

- Operation Lioness – it was confirmed that Operation Lioness ran for 8 weeks although the day of action was 

cancelled because of the late Queen’s death.  This is however an ongoing project aimed at tackling violence 

again women and girls.  A strategic review is ongoing. 

 

3) Update from the BID 

- Purple Flag – MW updated on the ongoing work being done on the Purple Flag submission.  In relation to 

crime statistics SB requested an idea of what sort of data we would like to see. 

- Public Realm Work – MW explained that the BID has been working closely with Connor Leyden to try to 

support the schedule of works outside specific businesses e.g. Homebird and Hill & Hill The Jewellers.  The 

BID has also been working closely with the contractor to ensure the Christmas lights in this part of the town. 

MW explained that the original plan was a pause work on 19th November but there will no longer be a pause. 

Completion is expected in April. 

- Unadopted area litter pick – MW explained that the BID is funding a bi-weekly litter pick of the unadopted 

areas (the alleys and ginnels). 

- SentrySIS app – MW explained that the app is currently being used by M&S and Stamford Quarter Security 

only.  A discussion followed about getting more businesses and GMP on the app.  It was also agreed that 
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Sainsburys and Tescos should be invited to join.  SB explained that the evidence gathering was important to 

GMP to support their investigations. KG requested a brief paragraph from GMP to explain why it would be 

helpful for them to get involved to support police investigations. 

- Upcoming Events – MW talked about future BID events specifically the Christmas programme. 

 

4) Update from Businesses 

- LMc confirmed that M&S is trading well.  She also updated on repeat shoplifting offenders between 4-6pm 

and an issue with the bins from Alibi blocking their fire escape.  A man who sells the Union Jack News 

outside M&S was discussed and it was suggested that GF calls RMc when he is next there so he can come 

down and speak to him. 

- MD explained that Randalls seems to be trading as normal at the moment and that people were going to be 

doing last minute Christmas shopping 

- RL said that shop lifting in SQ was not bad at the moment. Monday – Wednesday fairly quiet.  Thursday – 

Sunday busier.  MW updated on how positive the Halloween trail had been. He confirmed that there were 

no issues on with youngsters on the carpark roof at the moment although a few do use the lift tower when 

the weather is bad. 

- RMc explained that a lot of GMP’s issues were in Broadheath.  He also updated on the homeless lady in Old 

Market Place and explained that they are working with HOST to try to support her. SB updated that there 

have been some traffic issues because of the introduction of the one-way system on Regent Road, and high 

enforcement around the use of mobile phones and cycle safety.  He explained that there would be specialist 

officers on the A56 on Friday.  He also suggested that it would be good for M&S and SQ to record evidence 

of unsociable behaviour from homeless people.  MW explained that the new manager at HSBC had 

mentioned a fraud day in branch and asked whether it would be possible to organise something like this.  SB 

felt that it would be likely to be something that the economic crime unit would deal with.  He suggested that 

HSBC’s manager gets in touch with him.  SB also updated on the planned protest activity by Extinction 

Rebellion. 

- MB updated on behalf of the Council about the Prosperity Fund and the support being provided by the 

Growth Company.  MW explained that he has been doing some casework with the residents on Bentick Road 

and specifically requesting more signage around the one-way system.  He also updated on Vision Zero (zero 

road deaths by 2040) with 10 recommendations which the work of GMP will really feed into.  He also 

referenced the success of the BID’s Active Altrincham campaign in September and the funding application 

for the eCargo bike scheme.  He mentioned concerns about Oakfield Road, where there had been a serious 

accident in July involving a pupil at BTH school, and SB questioned whether it was now specifically a parking 

or speeding issue.  SB explained that GMP could use enforcement powers in this area and that he would be 

happy to do a joint letter with the school.  He updated the group that the Road’s Policing Team has doubled 

in size with three specialist spotters and six tactical vehicles.  There was much work being done around keep 

your distance messaging for cyclists and horses plus the A56 traffic operation which is also linked to crime 

and vulnerability. 

Actions 

1) MW to send SB more information on requirements for crime statistics for Purple Flag 

2) MW to invite Tescos and Sainsburys to join the SentrySIS trial 

3) SB to provide brief paragraph to explain benefits of reporting through SentrySIS for police investigations 

4) GMP to talk to Union Jack News seller next time he’s seen in town / plus MW to find out whether he has a 

license 

5) MW to suggest that HSBC manager emails SB re: fraud day 

Next meeting will be Thursday 19th January  

 


